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Abstrat: Fator models have large potenial in the modeling of several natural and human phenomena. In this
paper we onsider a multivariate time series Yn, n ≥ 1, resaled through random fators Tn, n ≥ 1, extending
some sale mixture models in the literature. We analyze its extremal behavior by deriving the maximum domain
of attration and the multivariate extremal index, whih leads to new ways to onstrut multivariate extreme
value distributions. The omputation of the multivariate extremal index and the haraterization of the tail
dependene show an interesting property of these models. More preisely, however muh it is the dependene
within and between fators Tn, n ≥ 1, the extremal index of the model is unit whenever Yn, n ≥ 1, presents
ross-setional and sequential tail independene. We illustrate with examples of thinned multivariate time series
and multivariate autoregressive proesses with random oeients. An appliation of these latter to nanial
data is presented at the end.
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1 Introdution
Fator models have been used in the modeling of data within hydrology (Nadarajah [26, 27℄ 2006/2009,
Nadarajah and Masoom [28℄ 2008), storm insurane (Lesourret and Robert, [22℄ 2006), soil erosion in
rops (Todorovi and Gani [36℄ 1987, Alpuim and Athayde [2℄ 1990), reliability (Alpuim and Athayde [2℄
1990, Kotz et al. [19℄ 2000), eonomy (Arnold, [3℄ 1983) and nane (Ferreira and Canto e Castro, [13℄
2010).
Let Xn = (Xn1, . . . , Xnd), n ≥ 1, be a d-variate sequene, suh that Xnj = YnjTnj , j = 1, . . . , d,
where
(a) Y = {(Yn1, . . . , Ynd)}n≥1 is a stationary sequene suh that, Ynj has a Pareto-type distribution
FYj , j = 1, . . . , d, i.e., for eah j = 1, . . . , d, there exists a positive onstant βj for whih
FYj (x) = 1− x
−βj lYj (x), (1)
with lYj a slowly varying funtion, i.e., lYj (ax)/lYj (x)→ 1, as x→∞, for all a > 0,
(b) T = {(Tn1, . . . , Tnd)}n≥1 is a stationary sequene, independent of Y, with support Rd+ and suh
that E(T
ǫj
nj) <∞, for some ǫj > βj, j = 1, . . . , d.
This work is onerned with the extremal behavior of the multivariate time series Xn, extending most
of the fator models mentioned above. More preisely, we derive the max-domain of attration (Setion
2), alulate the multivariate extremal index (Setion 3) and haraterize the tail dependene (Setion
4).
The produt YnjTnj an be seen as a random normalization of Ynj by Tnj , whih is often required
when modeling extremal behavior. For instane, if Ynj is the rate of an extreme event and Tnj its average
ost, then YnjTnj an be interpreted as the total ost of the extreme event. Produts of two independent
2random variables where one of them is regularly varying have been addressed from both theoretial and
applied points of view (Maulik et al. [24℄ 2002, Lesourret and Robert [22℄ 2006, Nadarajah [26℄ 2006
and referenes therein).
Our motivation to the probabilisti study of extremes of multivariate sequenes of produts was
originated from some partiular models. Consider, for instane that Tnj are Bernoulli distributed. Then
Xn provides a model for multivariate data subjeted to missing values. Extremes of univariate sequenes
with random missing values have been onsidered in Weissman and Cohen ([37℄, 1995) as a partiular
ase of some mixture models. Additional results on extremes of inomplete samples an be found in
Mladenovi and Piterbarg ([25℄, 2006) and Tan and Wang ([34℄, 2012).
Li ([23℄, 2009) analyzed the tail dependene of the sale mixture Xn when Yn = (Yn1, . . . , Ynd) has
multivariate extreme value distribution with standard Fréhet margins and Tnj = Tn, j = 1, . . . , d. Here
we onsider sale mixtures of multivariate sequenes whih are very exible models for data exhibiting tail
dependene and asymptoti tail independene suh as, respetively, ARMAX and pARMAX sequenes
(Ferreira and Ferreira [15℄). We give partiular emphasis to a model in whih βj = α/γj , α, γj > 0,
j = 1, . . . , d, generalizing the results of Lesourret and Robert ([22℄, 2006) (Setion 5). An appliation to
nanial data will be provided at the end (Setion 6).
2 Preliminary results and max-domain of attration
We start with some properties of {Xn}n ≥ 1, that will be used along the paper. We use notation
rj = E(T
βj
nj ) along the paper.
Proposition 2.1. For eah j = 1, . . . , d, {Xnj}n≥1 is a stationary sequene having Pareto-type distribu-
tion.
Proof First, observe that
lim
x→∞
P (YnjTnj > x)







where the last step is due to the dominated onvergene theorem and by using the Potter bounds of
regularly varying funtions (Bingham et al., [5℄ 1987; Theorem 1.5.6.). Therefore, for large x,
1− FXj (x) = P (Xnj > x) = x
−βj lYj (x)rj(1 + o(1)) := x
−βj lXj (x), (2)
where it is immediately seen that lXj is a slowly varying funtion.
In the sequel we denote UXj (x) and UYj (x) the quantile funtions, F
−1
Xj
(1 − 1/x) and F−1Yj (1 − 1/x),
respetively.
Given (1) and applying the the Bruyn onjugate onept (Beirlant et al. [4℄ 2004, Proposition 2.5),
we have that, for large x,
UYj (x) = x




(x1/βj )(1 + o(1)), (3)
where lUYj is a slowly varying funtion. Using again the the Bruyn onjugate onept and by (2), we an
state, for large x,
UXj (x) = x










where lUXj is a slowly varying funtion. Therefore, and onsidering (3), we have for large x,
UXj (x) = x
1/βj lUYj (x)r
1/βj
j (1 + o(1)) = UYj (rj x) (1 + o(1)). (4)
3Proposition 2.2. The upper tail opula funtion of X is given by











with (x1, ..., xd) ∈ R
d
+ = [0,∞]
d\{(∞, . . . ,∞)}, where T = (T1, . . . , Td) is a random vetor distributed as
Tn = (Tn1, . . . , Tnd) and provided that the upper tail opula funtion of Yn exists, i.e., the limit










Proof The upper tail opula funtion of X is dened by






X1j > UXj (t/xj)
}















































The results of Proposition 2.1 and 2.2 are related to the Breiman's theorem (see, e.g., Proposition 7.5
in Resnik 2007).
Remark 2.3. If βj = β and Tnj = T , j = 1, . . . , d, then ΛX = ΛY, orresponding to the ase onsidered
in Li ([23℄, 2009). If ΛY(x1, ..., xd) =
∑d
i=1 xj , we also obtain ΛX = ΛY, for any hoie of T. In the





nj of Xj are suh that n(1 − FXj (u
(τj)
nj )) → τj > 0, as n → ∞, i.e., u
(τj)
nj =
UXj (n/τj) (1 + o(1)), as n→∞. Thus, by (4) and for large n, Xj has normalized levels
u
(τj)
nj = UYj (nrj/τj) (1 + o(1)).
Consider un(x) = (u
(τ1(x1))
n1 , . . . , u
(τd(xd))
nd ) = (nx1, . . . , nxd) a vetor of normalized levels of X and, for
eah j = 1, . . . , d, let {X̂nj}n≥1 be an i.i.d. sequene with the same marginal distribution as {Xnj}n≥1.
Denote M̂n = (M̂n1, . . . , M̂nd) the vetor of the omponentwise maxima M̂nj =
∨n
i=1 X̂ij , j = 1, . . . , d.







= GX(x1, ..., xd),
4with













provided that FY1 is in the domain of attration of GY(x1, ..., xd), where both GX and GY have unit
Fréhet marginals.















X1j > UXj (nxj)
} .
Now the proof runs along the same lines as in (6).
The results of Proposition 2.1 and 2.4 are related to the Breiman's theorem (see, e.g., Proposition 7.5
in Resnik [31℄ 2007).
In the following, for any vetor z and A ⊂ {1, . . . , d}, zA denotes the sub-vetor of z with indies in
A.




i∈J Ti = 1,
⋂
i∈D\J Ti = 0
)
= p(J), ∅ 6= J ⊂
D = {1, . . . , d}, then GX orresponds to a geometri mean of the marginal distributions of GY. In this
ase, we have































We illustrate the result with some hoies for GY.
If the stationary sequene Y has ommon opula logisti, i.e.,







then we obtain for GY the logisti distribution and








with βJi = p({i})/p(J), whih is an asymmetri logisti distribution already found in Tawn ([35℄, 1990),
by following a dierent probabilisti approah. More preisely, this parametri multivariate extreme
value distribution was presented as the joint survivor funtion of a partiular random vetor with unit
exponential marginals. The parameters βJi inrease the variability within the tail dependene oeients
regarding the departure distribution GY. For X = (X1, . . . , Xd) with distribution GX, we have, for
instane,
Λ(Xi,Xj)(1, 1) = limt→∞











5where F{i,j} is the family of subsets of D ontaining {i, j}, expression that presents a larger number
of possibilities than the value Λ(Yi,Yj)(1, 1) = 2 − 2
α
of the symmetri logisti distribution. Note that∑
J∈F{i}
βJi = 1.












, where {alkj , l ≥ 1,−∞ <




k=−∞ alkj = 1, j = 1, . . . , d. This
is the attrator MEV when Y is an M4 proess (Smith and Weissman [33℄, 1996) and we have
















and the bivariate tail dependene summarized by



















(alki ∨ alkj) = Λ(Yi,Yj)(1, 1).H
3 The multivariate extremal index
The extremal index measures the tendeny of lusters ourrene, a phenomena ommonly observed in
real data. In this setion we will ompute the multivariate extremal index of Xn (Nandagopalan [29℄,
1990). We start by analyzing some long range and loal dependene onditions that will make easier its
alulation.
Proposition 3.1. If Y and T are strong-mixing, then X is strong-mixing.
Proof Consider the events A and B, respetively, in σ-algebras generated by {X1, . . . ,Xp} and
{Xp+s,Xp+s+1, . . .}, i.e., A ∈ σ(X1, . . . ,Xp) and B ∈ σ(Xp+s, . . .). Given the independene between Y
and T, we an state
P (A ∩B) = E(P (A′ ∩B′|Y)) = E (P (A′|Y1, . . . ,Yp)P (B′|Yp+s, . . .)) +O(αT(s)),
where A′ ∈ σ(T1, . . . ,Tp), B′ ∈ σ(Tp+s, . . .) and αT(s) denotes the mixture oeients of the sequene
T. The result follows by Doukhan [10℄ (1995, Theorem 3 in Setion 1.2.2), sine
E (P (A′|Y1, . . . ,Yp)P (B
′|Yp+s, . . .)) ≤ E (P (A
′|Y1, . . . ,Yp))E (P (B
′|Yp+s, . . .)) + 4αY(s),
where αY(s) denotes the mixture oeients of the sequene Y.
Consider un(τ ) = (u
(τ1)
n1 , . . . , u
(τd)
nd ) a vetor of normalized levels ofX andM1,n ≡Mn = (Mn1, . . . ,Mnd)
the vetor of the omponentwise maxima Mnj =
∨n
i=1Xij , j = 1, . . . , d. As a onsequene of the strong-



























where kn →∞ and n/kn →∞, as n→∞. Therefore, X has multivariate extremal index
θX(τ1, . . . , τd) =




















exists and, if so, we have
















This funtion relates the two multivariate extreme value distributions arising from the maxima in {Xn}n≥1


















































































and for some nite k, whih makes easier the alulation of the multivariate
extremal index. Situations leading to this easier proedure are highlighted in the next results.







































n ,Yi ≤ v
(τ∗(a))






















n ,Xi ≤ u
(τ)





holds for X, τ = (τ1, . . . , τd).
Proof Observe that, if we take u
(τ)










n ,Xi ≤ u
(τ)














n ,Yi ≤ v
(τ∗(zi))










n ,Yi ≤ v
(τ∗(zi))








n ,Yi ≤ v
(τ∗(a))





Under the ondition (9), smooth osillations around v
(τ∗(b))
n by Y (in the sense that its values whih




n ) are not followed by subsequent exeedanes of
v
(τ∗(b))








for the sale model X.
In order to avoid restritions on the support of Tnj, j = 1, . . . , d, we propose now a greater restrition





n ,Yi ≤ v
(τ∗(zi))
























Therefore, we an take for Y a sequene satisfying the following restrition on the loal ourrene of
exeedanes of v
(τ )















This ondition limits the size of the lusters of high levels and is satised by k-dependent sequenes Y,
i.e., Yn and Ym are independent whenever |n−m| > k.








































ondition, for all τ ∈ Rd+, then it has multivariate
extremal index given by






n , . . . ,Xk−1 ≤ u
(τ )



























n , . . . ,Xk−1 ≤ u
(τ )






The probability in the seond term an be omputed throughout the tail behavior of (Y1, . . . ,Yk).
In order to improve suh approah, dene














with xj ∈ R
d
+, j = 1, . . . , k. This denition extends the upper tail dependene onept of Denition 2.3
in Ferreira and Ferreira ([14℄, 2012).
8Note that, for xi with null omponents xij with j ∈ {1, . . . , d}\Ji, Ji 6= ∅, i = 1, . . . , k, we have
Λ(Y1,...,Yk)(x1, . . . ,xk) = Λ((Y1)J1 ,...,(Yk)Jk )((x1)J1 , . . . , (xk)Jk),
where (xi)Ji denotes the sub-vetor of xi having omponents indexed in Ji. On the other hand, if x has
some null omponent, we have ΛY1(x) = 0.
We are going to apply the result in (12) to our model and derive an expression for the multivariate
extremal index, whih will depend on the upper tail dependene funtion of (Y1, . . . ,Yk) given in (13)
and also on the dependene between random vetors T1, . . . ,Tk.









n , . . . ,Xk−1 ≤ u
(τ)


























n , . . . ,Xk−1 ≤ u
(τ)





























whih leads to the result.







onditions, for all τ ∈ Rd+, and if (13) holds
for all x1, . . . ,xk ∈ R
d
+ then














































Moreover, for all x ∈ R d+, we have
lim
n→∞


















9The result points out that, however muh is the sequential dependene in the stationary sequene T,
the extremal index will be unit if Y1, . . . ,Yk are tail independent. This harateristi is illustrated in
Example 4 with multivariate pRARMAX models, whih are adjusted to a bivariate nanial series in the
last setion.
Example 2. Let {Wn = (Wn1, . . . ,Wnd)}n≥1 be an i.i.d. sequene of random vetors with independent
marginals Wnj , j = 1 . . . , d, having distribution funtion (d.f.) FWnj (x) = (1 − x
−βj )1/2, and Ynj =
Wn+1,j ∨Wnj , j = 1, . . . , d. Y is 2-dependent and thus we an apply the results on the alulation of the


























(x1j ∧ x2j) . (16)
Then, by (14),
























































Observe that the extremal indexes of the sequenes {Ynj}n≥1, j = 1, . . . , d, are all equal to 1/2 while
the presene of the random fators may inrease this value for dierent θj , j = 1, . . . , d. Therefore, eah
marginal sequene may have a dierent tendeny for lustering of high values. We also nd that, sine
the marginals of Yn are independent, the dependene struture of Tn does not aet the lustering of
high values of Xn. As expeted from (14) and illustrated in the examples of Setion 5, only some tail
dependene of Yn allows to aount the dependene of Tnj , j = 1, . . . , d, on the value of θX(τ1, . . . , τd). H
Example 3. Suppose that Y is 2-dependent and {Tn}n≥1 is a sequene of independent vetors with
independent marginals having Bernoulli distribution with mean p. By (14), we have
θX(τ1, . . . , τd) = 1−
∑
∅6=I,J⊂{1,...,d}
























In the partiular ase of the previous example in (16), the funtion above beomes










and θj = 1−
p2
2rj
, j = 1, . . . , d.
In the Example 5 ahead, we illustrate this hoie of Tn to model lost values of Yn, onsidering that
the marginals Ynj , j = 1, . . . , d, have total dependene. H
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4 Tail dependene
The bivariate upper tail dependene of two random variables Xi and Xj an be measured through the
tail dependene oeient Λ(Xi,Xj)(1, 1) (Sibuya [32℄ 1960, Joe [18℄ 1997). Extending this onept to




X = limt→∞ tP
(





X = 0 we say that X1,1 and X1+m,1+s are upper tail independent. In this ase, it is possible that
a residual tail dependene aptured at penultimate high levels may our. This is measured through the
asymptoti tail independent oeient η ∈ (0, 1] (Ledford and Tawn [20, 21℄, 1996/97). Analogously, we









X1,1 > UX1(t), X1+m,1+s > UX1+s(t)
) = h(m,s)X (x, y), (18)
for all x, y ≥ 0, where h
(m,s)





(0, 1] and suh that h
(m,s)
X (1, 1) = 1. In partiular, we have
P
(









X is a slowly varying funtion, standing for the relative strength of dependene given a parti-
ular value of η
(m,s)
X . Whenever η
(m,s)
X = 1 and l
(m,s)
X onverge to some onstant 0 < a ≤ 1 then X1,1 and
X1+m,1+s are tail dependent (λ
(m,s)
X = a), otherwise we have asymptoti tail independene with positive
assoiation if η
(m,s)
X > 1/2, negative assoiation if η
(m,s)






By using the same arguments as in (6), we obtain the following relation for λ
(m,s)
X .
















where Λ(Y1,1,Y1+m,1+s)(x, y) = limt→∞ tP (Y1,1 > UY1 (t/x) , Y1+m,1+s > UY1+s (t/y)) is the lag-m, s upper
tail opula of Y.
Proposition 4.2. If (Y1,1, Y1+m,1+s) satises (18) for some funtion h
(m,s)

























Y (t)(1 + o(1)),



















)−1/η(m,s)Y −δ <∞. (21)
Proof Just observe that, using (18), we have for large t


































dP(T1,1,T1+m,1+s)(z1, z2)(1 + o(1)),
11
where the last step is due to (21) and by applying the Potter bounds (Bingham et al., [5℄ 1987; Theorem
1.5.6.) and the dominated onvergene theorem. Now the result result is straightforward from (19).
Observe that the lag-m, s upper tail dependene or independene of X is ruled by Y. This is also
easily seen by taking logarithm transformation of X when T > 0. In the asymptoti tail independene
ase, this is even more evident sine, by Proposition 4.2, they have the same lag-m, s asymptoti tail




Y , only diering in the relative strength of dependene oming
from the slowly varying funtions.
If we onsider the models in Examples 2 and 3, we derive λ
(m,s)
X = 0, for all m ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ s < d.
Observe that this orresponds to perfet independene of Y and thus it satises (18) and (19), with
η
(m,s)
Y = 1/2, h
(m,s)
Y (x, y) = xy and l
(m,s)
Y (t) = 1. Therefore,
P
(
X1,1 > UX1(t), X1+m,1+s > UX1+s(t)
)
= t−2, (22)
i.e., perfet independene of X too.
5 Some partiular ases that extend existing models
In this setion we onsider our model restrited to a ommon resaled fator Y , i.e., by taking Ynj = Y
γj
n ,
γj > 0, j = 1, . . . , d, with Y
(1) = {Yn}n≥1 a stationary sequene having ommon Pareto-type d.f. with
shape parameter α > 0, and Tnj = Z
γj
nj, j = 1, . . . , d, where Z = {(Zn1, . . . , Znd)}n≥1 is a stationary
sequene, independent of Y
(1)
, with support R
d
+ and suh that, rj = E(Z
α
nj) <∞, j = 1, . . . , d. We will
therefore apply the previous results with βj = α/γj , j = 1, . . . , d and ΛY(x1, . . . , xd) =
∧d
j=1 xj .
This ase extends the heavy-tailed fator model in Lesourret and Robert ([22℄, 2006), whih was used
to measure the extreme dependene in loss severities of storm insurane data and where Y was onsidered
a ommon latent fator orresponding to the intensity of the natural disaster. In addition, if we onsider
γ = γj = 1, j = 1, . . . , d, we obtain an extended version of the sale mixture model of Li ([23℄, 2009) with
several appliations to real data (see, e.g., Arnold [3℄ 1983, Kotz et al. [19℄ 2000 and referenes therein).
As a onsequene of Proposition 2.2, we obtain the following result for the upper tail opula of X:















for all (x1, ..., xd) ∈ R
d
+, where (Z1, . . . , Zd)
d
=(Zn1, . . . , Znd). From Proposition 2.4, we onlude that
FX1 is in the domain of attration of









Remark 5.1. If we assume that Z is an i.i.d. sequene of random vetors with i.i.d. marginals Znj ,















































extending the bivariate results in Lesourret and Robert ([22℄, 2006).
12
In the sequel, we rewrite Proposition 3.2, ompute the extremal index and nd the attrator MEV
within this partiular model.
















































Therefore, we obtain for this model the following partiular result.





















n , Yi ≤ v
(τ(a))






















holds for X, for eah
τ = (τ1, . . . , τd).
Assuming that


















n , . . . ,Xk−1 ≤ u
(τ )















































onditions, for all τ ∈ Rd+, and if (24) holds for all (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ R
k
+, then

































































for all (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ R d+.














In ase X is ross-setional lag-m, s upper tail independent (i.e., λ
(m,s)
X = 0) and if (Y1, Y1+m) satises
(18) for some funtion h
(m)
Y and asymptoti tail independent oeient η
(m)
Y , for large t, then
P
(


















Y (t)(1 + o(1)). (28)
Next, we onsider some partiular examples.
Example 4. (Multivariate autoregressive proesses with random oeients)
Suppose that Yn = c(Yn−1∨Wn), n ≥ 1, where 0 < c < 1 is a onstant and {Wn}n≥1 is an i.i.d. sequene,
independent of Y0, with ommon d.f. FW . The max-autoregressive sequene Y
(1) = {Yn}n≥1, usually
denoted ARMAX, has stationary distribution FY if and only if 0 <
∑∞
j=1(1− FW (x/c
j)) <∞, for some
x > 0 and, in this ase, FY (x) = FY (x/c)FW (x/c) (Alpuim, [1℄ 1989). The Pareto distribution with
parameter α > 0 is a stationary d.f. of Y with FW (x) = (1− (cx)−α)/(1− x−α).
















P (Y1 > v
(τ(b))
n , Yi ≤ v
(τ(a))






P (Y1 > v
(τ(b))
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for any kn → ∞, as n → ∞. Therefore, if the ARMAX sequene Y is suh that c < a/b and Z has






, for all τ ∈ Rd+ (Proposition 5.2).
From Ferreira and Canto e Castro ([12℄, 2008; Proposition 3.6), we obtain the following bivariate
upper tail opula funtion, for (x, y) ∈ R
d
+:
Λ(Y1,Y1+m)(x, y) = x ∧ yc
mα
Now we assume that Z is an i.i.d. sequene of random vetors with i.i.d.marginals Znj , j = 1 . . . , d,

































































where r = rj , j = 1, . . . , d.
Therefore, X has multivariate extremal index given by



























, and for eah j = 1, . . . , d,
θXj = 1−
E (Zα (1−H(Z/c)) + (cZ)α (1−H(Zc)))
r
.
In what onerns the limiting MEV of X, for all (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ R d+, we have
lim
n→∞
































E (ZαH(cmZ) + (cmZ)α (1−H(cmZ))) .
Partiular ases an be obtained by replaing H by any d.f. with support in [a, b], suh that c < a/b.
Now if we onsider, Yn = Y
c
n−1 ∨ Wn, n ≥ 1, with 0 < c < 1 and {Wn}n≥1 an i.i.d. sequene
with ommon d.f. FW , independent of Y0, we obtain a max-autoregressive sequene with an exponent
transformation, denoted pARMAX (Ferreira and Canto e Castro, [12℄, 2008). A stationary distribution
FY exists if and only if 0 <
∑∞
j=1(1 − FW (x
cj )) < ∞, for some x > 0, and is suh that FY (x) =
FY (x
1/c)FW (x). This relation is satised by a Pareto(α) distribution with FW (x) = (1−x−α)/(1−x−α/c)
(see Ferreira and Canto e Castro [13℄ 2010 and referenes therein). The pARMAX sequeneY
(1)
has lag-m
upper tail dependene funtion Λ(Y1,Y1+m)(x, y) = 0, for allm ≥ 1, and thus it is an upper tail independent
proess. Therefore, in this ase, the lag-m, s upper tail dependene funtion Λ(X1,1,X1+m,1+s)(x, y) is also
15
null, for all m ≥ 1 and s = 1, . . . , d, the extremal index is unit and the limiting MEV is as in the i.i.d. ase,
i.e., it is given by (23). Moreover, sine Y
(1)
satises (18) with asymptoti tail independent oeient
η
(m)




Y (x, y) = xy1{cm≤1/2} + y
1/cm
1{cm>1/2}, x, y ≥ 0 (Ferreira and Canto e Castro,
[12℄, 2008), by applying (28), we obtain
P
(













 t−1/(1/2∨cm)l(m)Y (t)(1 + o(1)).
Observe that sequeneX generated from an ARMAX reursionY
(1)
orresponds to a multivariate formu-
lation of the RARMAX proess introdued in Alpuim and Athayde ([2℄, 1990), with appliations within
reliability and various natural phenomena. If sequene X is generated from a pARMAX reursion Y,
we have a multivariate formulation of the pRARMAX proess introdued in Ferreira and Canto e Castro
([13℄, 2010), used in the modeling of nanial series. H
Example 5. (Multivariate moving maxima proesses with random oeients)
Consider Yn = Wn+1 ∨ Wn, n ≥ 1, where W = {Wn}n≥1 is an i.i.d. sequene with ommon d.f.
FW (x) = (1− x−α)1/2, x ≥ 1. The sequene Y(1) is 2-dependent and thus X satises ondition D(2)(uτn),








Analogously to the ARMAX example above, we assume that Z is an i.i.d. sequene of random vetors
with i.i.d.marginals Znj , j = 1 . . . , d, having ommon d.f.H and rj = r, j = 1, . . . , d, and a similar











































where r = rj , j = 1, . . . , d. Hene, we derive the multivariate extremal index


































and, for the limiting MEV, with (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ R d+,
lim
n→∞

























The ase m ≥ 2 orresponding to perfet independene of Y(1) has been analyzed in (22).
Observe that eah marginal Xn,j is a moving maxima proess with a random oeient Zn,j, j =
1, . . . , d. Therefore X orresponds to a multivariate formulation of this latter. For appliations of multi-
variate moving maxima proesses, see Zhang ([38℄, 2009) and referenes therein.
We are going to onsider some partiular ases of H .
• (Multivariate Gumbel ase) Suppose that H is a Fréhet(δ, ξ) distribution, δ, ξ > 0, i.e., H(x) =
exp(−δ x−ξ), x > 0, with ξ > α. Therefore, P (Zα ≤ x) = exp(−δ x−ξ/α) and E(Zα) = eα/ξΓ(1 −





























































whih is a multivariate Gumbel distribution, and
lim
n→∞









Thus the extremal index is onstant and is given by
θX(τ1, . . . , τd) = 2
α/ξ−1 = θj , j = 1 . . . , d.


























)]2 = p(1− p)2∑di=1 1{xi<xj} ,
we have





















The extremal index is given by the funtion












and θj = 1, j = 1, . . . , d. H
6 An appliation to nanial data
The presented results besides give us an insight of the eet of the random fators on the extremal
behavior of the model, suggest estimation methods whenever data for Y and T are available, through
the estimation of the dependene in Y. Do not having real data sets in these onditions, we have hosen
to illustrate in this setion the appliation of the multivariate pRARMAX model onsidered in Example
4 to a bivariate stok market index data. The univariate pRARMAX was introdued in Ferreira and
Canto e Castro ([13℄, 2010) and an adjustment algorithm to real data was implemented and applied to
the S&P500 index, for the period April of 1957 to Deember 1987. Here we also onsider the Dow Jones
index for the same time period and our analysis is based on the volatility of the stok indexes measured
through the square of the log-returns dened by Ri = log(Pi+1)/ log(Pi), i = 1, . . . , 7731 (n = 7731),
where Pi is the losing prie of the index at the i
th




, as well as, RDJi
and (RDJi )
2
, orresponding, respetively, to the log-returns and volatility of the S&P500 index and of
the Dow Jones index, are plotted in Figure 1. Observe that they have similar plots. The large peak
orresponds to Blak Monday" stok market rash on the 19th Otober 1987. In Ferreira and Canto e
Castro ([13℄, 2010) was onsidered a robust regression so that the marginals an be modeled through a









+ b∗, with a∗
and b∗ estimated in 15154.2 and 1.1, respetively.
An adjustment algorithm for a pRARMAX proess, Xn = YnZn, n ≥ 1, obtained by onsidering
Yn = Y
c
n−1 ∨Wn with 0 < c < 1 and FY (x) = 1− x
−β
, where {Wn}n≥1 is an i.i.d. sequene independent
of Y0 and having distribution FW (x) = (1 − x−β)/(1 − x−β/c), and {Zn}n≥1 is a sequene of standard
uniform random variables, was proposed in Ferreira and Canto e Castro ([13℄ 2010, Setion 3). This was
used in this latter referene to model the XSP data produing the estimates ĉ = 0.8 (although the values
ĉ = 0.85, 0.75 were also onsidered) and β̂ = 2. Now we are going to apply this adjustment algorithm to
the XDJ data. In the following we summarize the running steps:
1. Test if XDJ is in the Fréhet domain of attration (see, e.g., Dietrih et al. [9℄ 2002) and estimate
the tail index orresponding to β−1 using, e.g., the Hill estimator (Hill, [17℄ 1975) and moments
estimator (Dekkers et al., [8℄ 1989).
2. Estimate the parameter , through the estimation of the tail index of S = {S
(n)























































































Figure 1: Left: log-returns (Ri) of the S&P500 (top) and Dow Jones indexes (bottom); Right: volatility
(R2i ) of the S&P500 (top) and Dow Jones indexes (bottom).




, with the estimate ĉ obtained in step 2, then XDJi omes
from the innovation omponent Wi", to separate the innovations W and test if this sample is also
in the Fréhet domain of attration.












, with fW the density funtion of W ,








> Wi), π0 = 1 − π1, and where β̂ and ĉ are the estimates






; υ annot be too large (larger
errors) nor too small (not enough observations to arry out the test of the next step).
5. Test whether the sample of random variables Z aptured in the step 4 has distribution Beta(β̂/ĉ+
1, 1) (e.g., Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).
For details, see Ferreira and Canto e Castro ([13℄ 2010) and referenes therein.
In Figure 2 it is plotted the sample paths (against the k upper order statistis) of the heavy tailed
test statisti (left), the Hill estimator (enter) and the moments estimator (right), referred in step 1.
The heavy tailed domain of attration is not rejeted for 50 . k . 120 and 200 . k . 1180, whih are
plausible values within this text (see again Dietrih et al. [9℄ 2002). In what onerns the sample paths
of Hill and moments, the value where the paths yield approximately a at line is at about 0.57 and thus
we onsider β̂ = 1/0.55 ≈ 1.82.
The Exponential and Pareto qq-plots and the empirial mean exess funtion plots (Figure 3) indiate
a Pareto-type model (see, e.g., Beirlant et al. [4℄ 2004).
In Figure 4 we have the sample paths of the Hill (left) and the moments (right) estimators onerning
the sample S (step 2). The plot is somewhat stable" at about 0.8 and thus we take ĉ = 0.8.
Applying the riterium of step 3, we separate the innovations omponent W . The sample path of the
heavy tailed test statisti (Figure 5, left) do not rejet this assumption for k . 780, whih is again a
plausible result to onlude a Fréhet domain of attration. From the Hill and moments plots (Figure 5,
enter and right, respetively) we do not disard the same estimate of β̂ ≈ 1.82.
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Figure 2: Left: sample path of the heavy tailed test statisti, against k upper order statistis, applied
to the data XDJ (horizontal line: ritial value above whih rejet the null hypothesis of a heavy tailed
domain of attration); Center and right, respetively: sample paths of Hill and moments estimators,
against k upper order statistis, of the data XDJ onerning the estimation of the tail index β−1.





























Figure 3: Left to right, respetively: exponential and Pareto qq-plots of XDJ, empirial mean exess
funtion against XDJ and against k upper order statistis.
















Figure 4: Left and right, respetively: sample paths of Hill and moments estimators, against k upper
order statistis, of S onerning the estimation of c.
Aording to step 4, we apture the observations orresponding to random oeients, Z, onsidering
the signiane regions Bυ for υ = 0.05, 0.1, . . . , 0.45 and ĉ = 0.8.
Implementing step 5, we applied the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the distribution Beta(1.82/0.8+1, 1)
to the sample of random variables Z aptured in the step 4. The rejetion is obtained for υ ≥ 0.3. By
Figure 6, the value υ = 0.15 seems to be an appropriate hoie (with 21 observations aptured) and is
in agreement with the simulation study onduted in Ferreira and Canto e Castro ([13℄ 2010, Setion
4.1). Therefore, we onsider that the model pRARMAX with c = 0.8 and β = 1.82, an be used for the
modeling of the transformed data XDJ.
Now we are going to estimate the dependene of (XSPi , X
DJ
i ), i = 1, . . . , 7731, based on the dependene
20
























Figure 5: Left: sample path of the heavy tailed test statisti, against k upper order statistis, applied to
the separated innovations W , aording to step 3 (horizontal line: ritial value above whih rejet the
null hypothesis of a heavy tailed domain of attration); Center and right, respetively: sample paths of
Hill and moments estimators, against k upper order statistis, of W onerning the estimation of the tail
index β−1.








































































Figure 6: Empirial and theoretial distribution funtions of the random oeients Z aptured on step
4, for signiane regions with, υ = 0.05 (u 05"),. . ., υ = 0.45 (u 45").
funtion A (Pikands [30℄ 1981) of a GEV distribution G, dened by








In order to have a dataset more oherent with an MEV model, we take blok maxima within eah
21
marginal. We use the Pikands ([30℄ 1981), the Capérà et al. ([6℄ 1997) and the Hall and Tajvidi ([16℄
2004) nonparametri estimators for the funtion A, and thus free of model assumptions underlying the







































j ≤ . . . ≤ Xn:n
j
, j ∈ {SP, DJ}, are the respetive order statistis. We have onsidered Â(w) =
(Â(w)+ Â(1−w))/2 in order to onstrain the estimators to be symmetri. This estimator was developed
for fator models with a ommon fator Y , as desribed in Setion 5. The multivariate pRARMAX model
(Example 4) was derived within this ontext. Observe in Figure 7 that the estimators are quite lose,
speially if we onsider the bimonthly maxima, an indiation that the multivariate pRARMAX may be
a plausible model.







































































































1, . . . , 7731, using the non parametri estimators of Capéraà et al. [6℄ (◦), Pikands [30℄ (+), Hall and
Tajvidi [16℄ (△) and using the estimator of Lesourret and Robert [22℄ (×; grey), onsidering (top-to-
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